Call for Development of the Logo for the National CSO Network on Renewable Energy in Uganda.

1.0 Background
The Civil Society Organizations in Renewable energy at both national and sub regional levels entered into a coalition arrangement in 2017 as a loose network with an intention to mobilize civil society organizations for action and advocacy towards meeting the goals of pro-poor energy policies.

The formed coalition has been named ‘National CSO Network on Renewable Energy in Uganda.’ This is basically a consortium of civil society organizations, academic institutions, individuals and Networks who are engaged in the promotion and development of activities and practices in the Renewable Energy sub-sector. These can be from both local/sub regional and national level.

2.0 Objectives of the assignment
The purpose of this assignment is to design a logo for the Network. The logo should be simple, clear and precise. Thus, should be easily associated with the Network and its aspirations.

3.0 Targeted qualifications and required competencies for the assignment
Required candidates for the assignment are students of Industrial design and Fine art from recognized institutions of higher learning, who are in advanced stages of their studies and those who graduated in 2017.

4.0 The process for designing the logo
Interested candidates will express their interest to do the assignment and request further information about the Network and associated terms and conditions from Environmental Alert.

With this information, they will submit a logo to Environmental Alert. This will be reviewed and vetted by a Panel of Experts to select the best two (2) logos.

This task is expected to take **at most 3 weeks after submission of a signed declaration form on 30th January 2019** by the interested candidates indicating that there are in agreement with the terms and conditions associated with conducting this assignment.

The candidates whose logo will be selected will be recognized and given an honorarium as compensation for his/her professional time/ expertise.

5.0 Application process and Time lines
Applicants should submit both their application including: **the motivation/interest letter for carrying out the assignment and their CVs with at least 3 referees on email: po.energy@envalert.org with a copy to ed@envalert.org or hand deliver to Plot 3, Sonko Lane, Kabalagala (off Gaba Road).**

Applications should be delivered to the above address **not later than 6th February, 2019.** For more information, contact: **Ms. Racheal Nalule** on Mobile: 0776365595 email: po.energy@envalert.org